ALLOYS  OP G'OLD.
uniform composition. The freezing and melting-point curves are shown, in Fig. IS. the upper curve giving the temperature at which freezing begins, and the lower cum* those at which if. is completed. The difference between the curves corresponds to a pasty .stage. The curve is constructed from Table V. (p. .HI), which is after Kurnakow and Zcmezuzny.
Tin* freezing point of the British coinage alloy, containing gold 916-6, copper S,'X> parts per I ,nun, is (.K}(.)", according to the curve in Fig. 18, or 951° according to Robert s-A listen and Rose. The freezing point of the alloy with gold <«M>, copper KM) parts per 1,000, is ML" by the curve. The alloy with the lowest free/Jug point contains gold 820, copper 180, solidifying at 884° without a pasty stage. This alloy is the only brittle member of the series, breaking with conehoidal fracture, and, being homogeneous, resembles a eutectic, but it is doubtful if it can be regarded as one. The, other alloys are malleable and ductile, breaking with rough granular fracture after being nicked and bent backwards and forwards.
In t he solidilicnt ion of alloys rich in gold, cores are. formed of solid particles containing a higher percentage of gold than the part remaining liquid, and successive layers solidify round the cores, each containing less gold than the previous one, until the last portions to be solidified form a network of copper-rich material. Tin* grains vary in size with the velocity of cooling, being lar^e^t in slmviv cooled ingots. Bv long continued annealing the alloys would probably become completely uniform in composition, but with an increase in t he ,si/«» of t he grains. After annealing the grains an* nearly regular polygons. Kigs. Jl and 12 (pp. 10 and 17) show standard gold before and aft ej- annealing.
In the modification of alloys poor in gold, the. cores arc copper-rich, the Hticceediuj,', layers containing more and more gold. For microscopic study, the allov.'i may be etched by aqua regia, or by ferric, chloride in a hydrochloric acid .suluf ion.
t<» U. M. Liddell
d and silver dissolved in large, amounts
of copper fend to ;4c^rei<;ate, accumulating towards the bottom of a molten cimn/«*.    HIM rettultM on a slowly cooled eulot wen1 us follows : ••
TABLK  VI.
I   silver, O/H. JUT Ton.
TiIt-OH
Uuld, O/.M  per Ton.
fi-KU
5-82 (rlK
i
With |/old and copper only, in a quickly-cooled euloU the results were not ho marked, au<l Nhouc-d uo definite law.
It has hccii pointed out by the author'4 thai segregation takes place in standard tfold iniidr brittle by suiall cjuantitien of lead or bisnuitli, the presence of o<2 per rent, of either of these nir.t».Ls ca using the cent re of a, sphere finches in dmmrf«Tto be etsricbe*! in gohl to the extent <»f about .one part per thousand. Thi.Mi*dui* to thr fart, proved by Roberts-Austen, t -hat -a eutcctie alloy of gold ait<l lead rrttiiiiir* tut»lf«*n after the remainder of the mass is solidified, and
0, 41H.         3 T. K. KMHC, ./. C/tt'in. A\M\, IHtlfi, 67, r»f>2.

